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the order of importance:
who 
what 
when





who?



Genesis 1:1 
In the beginning, God created the 

heavens and the earth.





god exists 
our universe had a beginning 

god made our universe

three powerful truths





worldview
the lens through which a person 
sees and understands the world 

around them.



worldview
my worldview defines everything 

in my life





three worldviews
monotheismpolytheismatheism

no god many gods one god





truth
truth truth truth truth truth



God
Truth





everything came from nothing 
after “nothing,” everything just 
happened on it’s own 
over a long period of time, things 
changed and became more complex 
as things became more complex, they 
became better 
life appeared



no planning or design was involved. 
everything happened by survival of 
the fittest 
humans are the most complex, so 
they decide what is right and wrong 
since there are so many people with 
different ideas, there must be 
multiple definitions of right



there is no larger purpose for life, 
and everything ends in death.





three worldviews
the christian worldview makes it 

clear that we each have a specific, 
unique purpose in god’s plan.





Romans  12:2 
Do not be conformed to this world, 

but be transformed by the 
renewal of your mind, that by 
testing you may discern what is 

the will of God, what is good and 
acceptable and perfect.





what?



Romans  1:19-20 
For what can be known about God 
is plain to them, because God has 
shown it to them. For his invisible 

attributes, namely, his eternal 
power and divine nature,



Romans  1:19-20 
have been clearly perceived, ever 
since the creation of the world, in 
the things that have been made.





science is scripture’s best friend! 
the bible never claims to be a science book 

science is the means of observing and 
learning about the universe

is science our enemy?







Romans  12:2 
Do not be conformed to this world, 

but be transformed by the 
renewal of your mind, that by 
testing you may discern what is 

the will of God, what is good and 
acceptable and perfect.





“When we take a view of the 
universe, in its parts, general or 
particular, it is impossible for 
the human mind not to perceive 
and feel a conviction of desgn, 
consummate skill, and 
indefinite power in every atom 
of its composition.”





Genesis 1:1-5 
In the beginning God created the 
heavens and the earth. The earth 

was formless and empty, and 
darkness covered the deep 

waters. And the Spirit of God was 
hovering over the surface of the 

waters. 



Genesis 1:1-5 
Then God said, “Let there be 

light,” and there was light. And 
God saw that the light was good. 
Then he separated the light from 

the darkness.  
God called the light “day” and the 

darkness “night.”





scientists can still measure the radiant 
energy from creation 

science calls this the big bang, but we call 
it god’s command

is science our enemy?



without god, the big bang 
becomes a dumb idea.

is science our enemy?



albert 
einstein

theories of relativity 
1905-1915





when?



“who” is very clear in scripture 
“what” gives us some “wiggle room” 

“when” is more ambiguous

when did it happen?



scripture is clear with the important 
issues, but vague in areas of less 

importance.

when did it happen?





charles darwin
The Origin of the Species 

1859





old 
earth

young 
earth

10,000 
years old 

literal 
“day”

15 Billion 
years old 
figurative 

“day”

yom
what does

mean?



in genesis, “yom” is translated 
“day,” “season,” and “epoch”

hebrew: “yom”



scripture gives us room to 
interpret as new truth comes 

to light.

hebrew: “yom”





630,000 years ago
lava creek tuff

2,000,000 years ago
huckleberry ridge tuff

yellowstone

previous yellowstone 
eruptions



dinosaur fossils

>65,000,000 years



hubble telescope

sees light 80,000,000 light years away






